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BEFORE THE TEXAS COMMISSION
ON
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

REPLY TO RESPONSES TO PETITION TO REVOKE
TPDES PERMIT NO. WQ0015722001
This is a straightforward case. The petitioner, whose land is directly affected by a
permitted wastewater discharge from a neighboring property, did not receive notice of the permit
application and therefore was deprived of its right to challenge the application. The reason the
petitioner did not receive notice is because the permittee provided false information to the TCEQ
chief clerk about who owned the affected land. The fact that the petitioner owned the land was at
all times easily ascertainable from the Tarrant Appraisal District website. Pursuant to the Texas
Water Code and TCEQ rules, because the permittee provided false information to the TCEQ and
the petitioner thus received no notice and could not participate in the permitting process, the
Commission should revoke the permit.
Introduction
Despite including over 150 pages in its response, SigmaPro Properties, LLC (“SigmaPro”)
did not offer any evidence to controvert these undisputed material facts established in the Petition
to Revoke Texas Pollution Discharge Elimination System (“TPDES”) Permit No. WQ0015722001
(the “Permit”) (the “Petition”) filed by 1817 Lacey Ltd. (“1817 Lacey” or “Petitioner”):
•

1

Petitioner has owned 1817 Lacy Drive since 2005. 1

Exhibit B to Petition, a printout of the Tarrant Appraisal District account webpage for Petitioner’s property at 1817
Lacy Drive, and Exhibit C to Petition, (Account 06985513), a printout of the interactive map linked on that webpage;
Exhibit D to Petition, Affidavit of Mabel Simpson, ¶ 2.

•

1817 Lacy Drive, identified in SigmaPro’s application for the Permit (“Permit
Application”) as Property “4”, is immediately north of SigmaPro’s property from
which the wastewater is discharged under the Permit, and the permitted discharge
path goes through and across 1817 Lacy Drive. 2

•

SigmaPro represented in the Permit Application that the source of the information
SigmaPro provided in the Permit Application regarding the affected landowner
names and addresses was the Tarrant County Appraisal District. 3

•

The Tarrant Appraisal District 4 (“TAD”) website clearly shows, and would have
shown at any time during the course of preparing the Permit Application and at the
time SigmaPro filed it with the TCEQ, that Petitioner owns the property located at
1817 Lacy Drive and has since 2005. 5

•

The representations and statements made by SigmaPro in the Permit Application
that Closner Equipment Co. Inc. (“Closner”) was the owner of 1817 Lacy Drive 6
were false and misleading and were misrepresentations of relevant facts.
SigmaPro failed to disclose in the Permit Application that Petitioner owned 1817
Lacy Drive.

•

1817 Lacey Ltd. did not receive mailed notice of the Notice of Receipt of
Application and Intent to Obtain Permit (“NORI”) or the Notice of Application and
Preliminary Decision (“NAPD”), nor did it receive actual notice of the NORI, the
NAPD or the Permit Application, and thus was unable to participate in the
permitting process as it was entitled to under the applicable law. 7

Proper notice is fundamental to any administrative proceeding, and providing false
information in a permit application regarding adjacent landowners entitled to notice is a basic flaw
in the permitting process. SigmaPro’s provision of inaccurate adjacent landowner information in

2

Exhibit A to Petition, pages 54-55 [Attachment C to Permit Application, Landowner Map and Affected Landowner
Information], 95-98 [Revised Attachment C to Permit Application]; Exhibit D to Petition, Affidavit of Mabel Simpson,
¶¶ 2, 6)
3

Exhibit A to Petition, page 16.

4

The appraisal district that was referred to in the Permit Application and the Petition as “Tarrant County Appraisal
District” is actually called the “Tarrant Appraisal District”, and will be referred to as such throughout this reply.

5

Exhibits B and C to Petition.

6

Exhibit A to Petition, pages 54-55 [Attachment C to Permit Application, Landowner Map and Affected Landowner
Information], 62 [Attachment E to Permit Application, Buffer Zone Map], 96-97 [Revised Attachment C to Permit
Application] and 97-98 [Revised Landowner Labels].
7

Exhibit C to Petition, Affidavit of Mabel Simpson, ¶¶ 4-7.

2

the Permit Application compromised the entire permitting process by thwarting 1817 Lacey, Ltd.’s
ability to participate. Therefore, SigmaPro’s failure to provide truthful and accurate landowner
information to the TCEQ rules when applying for the Permit is significant and cannot be corrected;
the only way such failure could be corrected is for affected landowners like Petitioner to receive
proper notice before the Permit was issued.
The Permit has not become a vested right and may be revoked by the Commission at any
time for good cause shown, after opportunity for a public hearing. 8 Petitioner has shown through
uncontroverted evidence in the Petition (as well as the additional evidence submitted with this
reply, as described below) that SigmaPro in the Permit Application misrepresented and failed to
fully disclose relevant facts regarding ownership of 1817 Lacy Drive, and made false and
misleading statements in the Permit Application regarding ownership of 1817 Lacy Drive.
Therefore, good cause has been established under 30 Texas Administrative Code § 305.66(a)(1)(4)
and (f)(3) for revocation of the Permit following a public hearing by the Commission at open
agenda.
Additional Evidence Supporting Revocation
As additional evidence of Petitioner’s ownership of 1817 Lacy Drive and that the records
of the Tarrant Appraisal District at the time the Permit Application was prepared and filed would
have indicated to anyone conducting a very basic search of the TAD website that Petitioner was
the owner of 1817 Lacy Drive, Petitioner submits Exhibit A to this reply, the affidavit of Jeff Law,
TAD’s Chief Appraiser, chief administrator and chief executive officer.
Ownership of 1817 Lacy Drive, and all of the properties shown on the Landowner Map
included by SigmaPro in the Permit Application, has been and continues to be a matter of public

8

30 Tex. Admin. Code § 305.66(a).

3

record. Anyone can conduct the simple and basic search of TAD records to determine the owners
of any of those properties, both now and at the time the Permit Application was filed. While
SigmaPro contends in its response that it conducted “research” and “investigations” to determine
who was entitled to mailed notice of the Permit Application, it was SigmaPro’s duty and obligation
to at the very least perform a proper search of the TAD records to confirm ownership of 1817 Lacy
Drive and the other neighboring properties entitled to mailed notice, especially since SigmaPro
represented to the TCEQ that TAD records were the source of the landowner information it
provided in the Permit Application. Mr. Law’s affidavit makes it crystal clear that such a search
of TAD records would have shown Petitioner as the owner of 1817 Lacy Drive, yet the Permit
Application identifies Closner as the owner.
Furthermore, Petitioner was not the only affected landowner who was improperly omitted
from the Landowner Map and accompanying Affected Landowner Information sheet filed by
SigmaPro as Attachment C to the Permit Application. SigmaPro misrepresented the owner of
Property “1” on the Landowner Map (street address: 13201 Harmon Road) as “Ferguson
Enterprises Inc” with a mailing address of “12500 Jefferson Ave, Newport News, VA 236024314”. 9 A simple search of the TAD records shows that since June 2009, the record owner of
Property “1” on the Landowner Map has been “Stepp/WCJ Investments LLC” with a mailing
address of “2525 Ridgmar Blvd. Ste. 420, Fort Worth, TX 76116-4584”. 10 Also, SigmaPro
misrepresented the owner of Property “2” on the Landowner Map (street address: 1724 Lacy
Drive) as “Comlink Wireless” with an address of “776 Windemere Way, Keller, TX 76248”. 11 A

9

Exhibit A to Petition at 54-55, 96-98.

10

Exhibit B to this Reply, a printout of the Tarrant Appraisal District account webpage for the real property located
at 13201 Harmon Road, and Exhibit C to this Reply, (Account 07051999), a printout of the interactive map linked on
that webpage.

11

Exhibit A to Petition at 54-55, 96-98.

4

simple search of the TAD records shows that since October 2016, the record owner of Property
“2” on the Landowner Map has been “Lacy Drive Investment LLC” with a mailing address of
“P.O. Box 92762, Southlake, TX 76092”.12
It has also become apparent from SigmaPro’s response to the Petition that besides
misrepresenting the identity of the owner of 1817 Lacy Drive in the Permit Application, SigmaPro
also made a false or misleading statement in the Permit Application in representing that the Tarrant
Appraisal District was the source of the landowners’ names and addresses. 13 SigmaPro’s response
includes two affidavits as exhibits, one from Janet Sims (identified as the project manager for the
consulting firm [Perkins Engineering] hired by SigmaPro to prepare and file the Permit
Application) and another from Robert Berman (identified as SigmaPro’s in-house project
manager). Mr. Berman and Ms. Sims testify that they were responsible for preparing and filing
the Permit Application, including the landowner names and addresses provided in Attachment C,
the Landowner Map and Affected Landowner Information sheet. 14 Ms. Sims testifies that she
consulted with Mr. Berman to verify owners of property downstream of the proposed discharge
outfall and the downstream discharge route.15 She says Mr. Berman was helpful in providing the
names and addresses of those owners because of “his familiarity with the area” and “because he
was reaching out and making . . . contact with . . . the persons operating on the properties . . .”16

12

Exhibit D to this Reply, a printout of the Tarrant Appraisal District account webpage for the real property located
at 1724 Lacy Drive, and Exhibit E to this Reply, (Account 07157053), a printout of the interactive map linked on that
webpage.

13

Exhibit A to Petition at page 16.

14

Exhibit A to SigmaPro Response, Affidavit of Janet Sims, ¶¶ 8-12; Exhibit B to SigmaPro Response, Affidavit of
Robert Berman at ¶ 6.

15

Id. at ¶ 8.

16

Id. at ¶ 9.
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Ms. Sims testifies that she gave Mr. Berman the Landowner Map and Affected Landowner
Information sheet for his use in visiting the properties. 17
Tellingly, neither Ms. Sims nor Mr. Berman even mention the Tarrant Appraisal District,
much less testify that the landowner names and addresses included in Attachment C of the Permit
Application came from the Tarrant Appraisal District. Instead, it appears clear from SigmaPro’s
response that Ms. Sims and her team at Perkins identified the tracts of property whose owners were
entitled to receive mailed notice, and Mr. Berman used his “familiarity with the area” and his
personal contacts with occupants of those properties to ”verify” the list of landowner names and
mailing addresses that was provided in Attachment C. Indeed, SigmaPro’s response states that
Closner was identified in the Permit Application as the owner of 1817 Lacy not based on TAD
records but “based on its occupancy and presence on Tract 4.” 18 SigmaPro’s response and the
affidavits of Ms. Sims and Mr. Berman contradict the representation made by SigmaPro in the
Permit Application that the Tarrant Appraisal District was the source of the landowner names and
mailing addresses.

That representation was misleading at the very least, and it certainly

misrepresented and failed to fully disclose all relevant facts regarding the source of the affected
landowner information SigmaPro provided in Attachment C to the Permit Application. Had Mr.
Berman or Ms. Sims and her team actually researched the TAD records, it is unquestionable that
they would have discovered that Petitioner owned 1817 Lacy Drive and thus belonged on
Attachment C. 19
SigmaPro’s misrepresentation in the Permit Application regarding the source of the
landowner names and mailing addresses included in Attachment C, and its misrepresentations of

17

Id.

18

SigmaPro Response at page 13.

19

Exhibits B and C to Petition; Exhibit A to this reply, Affidavit of Jeff Law, ¶¶ 3-4.

6

the names and mailing addresses of the owners of Properties 1 and 2 on the Landowner Map in
Attachment C, constitute additional bases and good cause for the Commission to revoke the
Permit.
The Executive Director Found Lack of Required Notice to Petitioner
In his response, the TCEQ Executive Director (“ED”) agrees that Petitioner, as the owner
of 1817 Lacy Drive, was entitled to mailed notice pursuant to the Texas Water Code and TCEQ
rules, and should have been included on the adjacent landowner list and map included in the Permit
Application as Attachment C.20 The ED also agrees that had Petitioner been provided notice of
the NORI and NAPD to which it was legally entitled, Petitioner could have at the very least
submitted comments on the Permit Application, but more importantly, could have “request[ed] a
contested case hearing to ensure that its interests were protected.”21 Nothing in SigmaPro’s
response in any way contradicts or impacts these findings by the ED.
SigmaPro’s Response Seeks to Deflect, Distract and Muddy the Waters
At its core, SigmaPro’s response to the Petition is nothing more than a veiled attempt to
confuse the situation and thus avoid addressing head-on the material misrepresentations that
SigmaPro made in the Permit Application. The response is bloated with extensive argument and
voluminous exhibits concerning extraneous issues in an apparent effort to bog the Commission
down in subjects that have nothing to do with the matter at hand and thereby distract it from the
narrow issue raised by the Petition. The response is wholly lacking in relevant substance and
completely fails to draw into question any of the operative facts regarding SigmaPro’s
misidentification of the owner of 1817 Lacy Drive in the Permit Application. Instead, it spills an

20

ED Response at 8-9.

21

Id. at 9.

7

inordinate amount of ink trying to prove SigmaPro did not intentionally deceive the TCEQ, try to
hide the Permit Application from Petitioner, or otherwise seek to exclude Petitioner from the
permitting process. The response contends that those in charge of preparing the Permit Application
acted “in good faith” in identifying the entities they “believed” were neighboring landowners
entitled to mailed notice. 22 None of these things matter to the TCEQ’s decision on the Petition.
Whether SigmaPro intentionally provided false affected landowner information in the Permit
Application and sought to prevent Petitioner from learning of the Permit Application, or whether
they were pure of heart and provided what they believed was truthful information, is immaterial
and irrelevant. What does matter is that the uncontroverted evidence shows that SigmaPro
provided false and misleading affected landowner information in the Permit Application, when
the correct information was readily available to SigmaPro at the TAD website, and that as a result
Petitioner did not receive notice of and was wrongly excluded from the permitting process.
Contrary to SigmaPro’s argument, the rule allowing for revocation of a permit does not
require a showing of “malfeasance” or “misfeasance”, that the misrepresentations in the Permit
Application were made “knowingly” or “with malice aforethought”, or that SigmaPro intended to
deceive the Commission or Petitioner. Revocation may be based on misrepresentations or false or
misleading statements made in the Permit Application, or failure to disclose fully in the Permit
Application all relevant facts. 23 The correct identity of the owners of adjacent properties entitled
to mailed notice is certainly relevant, and regardless of its intention, SigmaPro misrepresented the
identity of the owner of 1817 Lacy Drive as Closner and by doing so, failed to fully disclose the
relevant fact that Petitioner owns 1817 Lacy Drive.

22

SigmaPro Response at pages 3-4.

23

30 Tex. Admin. Code § 305.66(a)(1)(4), (f)(3).

8

Finally, as previously discussed above, SigmaPro’s response fails to controvert the
evidence Petitioner has put forth showing that TAD records would have revealed to SigmaPro
when it was preparing and filing the Permit Application that Petitioner owned 1817 Lacy Drive.
The uncontroverted and undisputed evidence shows that at the time SigmaPro prepared and filed
the Permit Application, TAD records would have shown that Petitioner, not Closner, was the
owner of 1817 Lacy Drive and had been since 2005. 24 Therefore, SigmaPro’s representation that
TAD records were the source of the landowner information in the Permit Application was false or
misleading. Most importantly, nothing in SigmaPro’s response shows that the TCEQ Chief Clerk
provided mailed notice of the NORI or NAPD to Petitioner, as required under TCEQ rules, or that
Petitioner had actual notice of either the NORI or NAPD.
Mailed Notice is Required Under Statute and Rule
Constructive notice and published notice do not apply; SigmaPro’s argument to the
contrary has no support in the law and is contradicted by the plain language of the Texas Water
Code and TCEQ rules requiring mailed notice. 25 Similarly, SigmaPro’s contention that the
information Mr. Berman allegedly provided to occupants of Petitioner’s property constituted
proper and adequate notice provided to Petitioner’s “agents” is similarly baseless, has no support
in the law or the facts, and does not meet the specific statutory and regulatory notice requirements
at issue here. The alleged “yeoman’s effort” that Mr. Berman made to talk with neighbors and
people other than Petitioner about the Permit Application is irrelevant. Any meetings and
conversations that Mr. Berman purportedly had with occupants of Petitioner’s property, and his

24

Exhibits B and C to Petition; Exhibit B to this Reply, Affidavit of Jeff Law, ¶¶ 3-4.

25
Texas Water Code § 26.028(a); 30 Tex. Admin. Code § 39.551(b)(1), (c)(2); 30 TAC § 39.418(b)(2); 30 TAC §
39.413(1).

9

claim that no one told him that Petitioner was the owner, have no bearing on the TCEQ’s decision
on the Petition.
Other Litigation Between the Parties is Irrelevant
SigmaPro in its Response provides lengthy but ultimately irrelevant commentary and
exhibits pertaining to its version of the dispute over the discharges of wastewater across
Petitioner’s property that has occurred over the last two years. It is true that SigmaPro and
Petitioner have been involved in litigation concerning this situation, and obviously there is
substantial disagreement regarding the facts and circumstances surrounding the claims asserted in
that litigation. This is not the forum in which to reassert or quibble over those facts because they
are not applicable to the relief sought by the Petition.
Exhaustion of Administrative Remedies Does Not Apply
As to SigmaPro’s argument that Petitioner failed to exhaust its administrative remedies,
the rule and statute cited by SigmaPro only apply to parties who have been properly put on notice
of a permit application that could affect their interests and could thus participate in the
administrative process that led to issuance of the Permit. Here, it is uncontroverted that due to
SigmaPro providing false and misleading information to the TCEQ regarding ownership of
Petitioner’s property, Petitioner did not receive notice of the Permit until well over a year after it
was issued, and thus could not participate in the permitting process or file a motion to overturn the
issuance of the Permit or a lawsuit to challenge the Permit under the time frames set forth in the
rules and statute governing such actions. 26 Moreover, SigmaPro’s argument regarding exhaustion
of administrative remedies makes no sense in this context: that doctrine precludes judicial review
of agency action. The Petition obviously does not seek judicial review but asks the Commission

26

Exhibit D to Petition, Affidavit of Mabel Simpson at ¶ 4.
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to revoke the Permit which was granted without opposition based on SigmaPro’s failure to provide
correct affected landowner information. And finally, SigmaPro’s argument that Petitioner did not
timely file for revocation of the Permit is controverted by the very rule under which Petition has
sought revocation. The TCEQ may at any time revoke a permit it has issued, and there is no
deadline by which an affected person must file a petition seeking revocation. 27
Significance of Misrepresentations and Failure to Correct
SigmaPro contends in its response that it was not afforded to the opportunity to cure its
failure to fully disclose relevant facts in the Permit Application with regard to Petitioner’s
ownership of 1817 Lacy Drive. However, the subsection of the rule that provides the basis for the
Petition that SigmaPro relies upon for this argument is inapplicable. Specifically, as the ED has
previously set forth, the structure and history of 30 Texas Administrative Code § 305.66 indicates
that the showing that a violation is significant and that the permit holder has not made a substantial
effort to correct it is not required when the grounds for revocation arise under 30 TAC §
305.66(f)(3), relating to false or misleading statements. 28
Even if the significant standard and effort-to-correct showing apply to petitions to revoke
based on false or misleading statements, the misidentification of Closner as the owner of the
property immediately downstream of the wastewater discharge point authorized by the Permit is a
significant false statement because it resulted in lack of statutorily-required mailed notice to
Petitioner, lack of actual notice of the NORI and NAPD to Petitioner, and Petitioner’s inability to
protect its interests during the permitting process. As the ALJ noted in the Fall Hills case in which
the TPDES permit holder made similar misrepresentations regarding affected landowners in its

27

30 Tex. Admin. Code § 305.66(a), (d).

28
See Executive Director’s Closing Arguments Brief, TCEQ Docket No. 2009-0290-MWD, Petition to Revoke
TPDES Permit No. WQ0014555002 Issued to Fall Hills Utility District, at page 3-4.
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application, such misrepresentations are significant because they lead to lack of notice to affected
landowners, depriving them of a fundamental right to participate in the permitting process. 29
Further, the only way a permit holder can correct such misrepresentations is for affected
person to receive notice, which the uncontroverted evidence here shows that Petitioner did not.30
Despite SigmaPro’s protestations that it had no “opportunity to cure,” it continues to refuse to
acknowledge that it provided false information to the Commission in the Permit Application
regarding the identity of the owner of 1817 Lacy Drive. 31 Consistent with SigmaPro’s irrational
denial of the irrefutable facts, since July 2020 when Petitioner informed SigmaPro that it had not
received notice of the Permit Application due to SigmaPro providing false information to the
TCEQ regarding ownership of 1817 Lacy Drive, 32 SigmaPro has not informed the TCEQ that it
submitted incorrect information in the Permit Application regarding the owner of 1817 Lacy Drive
or taken any other action to correct these false statements and misrepresentations. 33
Finally, there is significant precedent to support a finding by the Commission that the
Permit is void because it was issued without proper notice to Petitioner as required by the Texas
Water Code and TCEQ rules. 34
29

See Proposal for Decision, TCEQ Docket No. 2009-0290-MWD, Petition to Revoke TPDES Permit No.
WQ0014555002 Issued to Fall Hills Utility District, at 15, proposed Findings of Fact Nos. 57-58.
30

Id.

31
See SigmaPro’s Response at 7 (“Assuming neither Closner nor Premier was the owner of Tract No. 4, . . . “); 8
(“Assuming the validity of the claim of 1817 Lacey Ltd. that it acquired the property identified as Tract No. 4 on the
Landowner Map, . . .”); 8, footnote 1 (“Aside from its assertion of ownership, Petitioner has not presented a deed
establishing title to Tract No. 4.”); 13 (“Tract No. 4 is the property that Petitioner claims to be the owner of, . . .”).
32
SigmaPro’s response does show that Petitioner became aware of the Permit and of SigmaPro having provided false
landowner information in the Permit Application in July 2020, not August 2020 as was stated in the Petition. See
Exhibit C to SigmaPro’s Response.
33
The Permit itself requires SigmaPro to submit facts and information promptly to the TCEQ when it becomes aware
that it had submitted incorrect information in the Permit Application. See Exhibit F to this Reply, a true and correct
copy of the Permit, at page 9, Permit Conditions at 1.a.
34

Anadarko E & P Co., L.P. v. R.R. Comm’n of Tex., No. 03-04-00027-CV, 2009 WL 47112 (Tex. App.—Austin
Jan. 7, 2009, no pet.); R.R. Comm’n of Tex. v. McKnight, 619 S.W.2d 255 (Tex. 1981); Magnolia Petroleum Co. v.
New Process Prod. Co., 104 S.W.2d 1106 (Tex. 1937).
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Conclusion
The issue raised by the Petition is simple: SigmaPro made misrepresentations and false and
misleading statements in the Permit Application regarding the name and address of the owner of
1817 Lacy Drive and failed to disclose that Petitioner was the owner, and the TCEQ Chief Clerk
relied on that misinformation in issuing legally required mailed notice to a party (Closner) who
was not the owner of 1817 Lacy Drive. SigmaPro did not identify the people that Mr. Berman
allegedly spoke with at Petitioner’s property or any signs that Mr. Berman saw on Petitioner’s
property as the sources of the affected landowner information included in the Permit Application.
Instead, SigmaPro represented that the landowner information in the Permit Application came
from Tarrant Appraisal District. 35 The uncontroverted evidence before the Commission shows that
the TAD records would have shown SigmaPro that Petitioner was the owner of 1817 Lacy Drive. 36
SigmaPro’s CEO and owner certified under oath and penalty of law that the statement in the Permit
Application regarding the source of the landowner information was true, correct and accurate. 37
Now, in its response, SigmaPro contradicts that statement by stating that it identified Closner as
an affected landowner based on occupancy and presence.” 38
Because SigmaPro offered no evidence in its response to contradict the only facts that are
determinative to a decision to revoke the Permit, there is no basis for the Petition to be referred to
the State Office of Administrative Hearings (“SOAH”) for an evidentiary proceeding. There is no
dispute as to any relevant or material fact: (a) Petitioner was and is the owner of Property 4 on the
Landowner Map that SigmaPro submitted in in the Permit Application; (b) SigmaPro failed to

35

Exhibit A to Petition, page 16.

36

Exhibit B and C to Petition; Exhibit A to this reply, Affidavit of Jeff Law, ¶¶ 3-4.

37

Exhibit A to Petition, page 15

38

SigmaPro Response at 13.
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identify Petitioner as owner of Property 4 on the Landowner Map and instead falsely identified
Closner as the owner of Petitioner’s property; (c) Petitioner failed to receive the notice of the NORI
and NAPD to which it was legally entitled because of SigmaPro’s misrepresentations and false
statements and failure to disclose Petitioner as owner of 1817 Lacy Drive; and (d) this lack of
notice deprived Petitioner of its legal right to participate in the process that resulted in the TCEQ
issuing the Permit. These facts establish good cause for revocation as a matter of law under the
applicable TCEQ rule, such that a contested case at SOAH is wholly unnecessary and
inappropriate.
Even in its response, SigmaPro refuses to acknowledge the uncontroverted truth: that
Petitioner owns 1817 Lacy Drive and that Tarrant Appraisal District records that SigmaPro
purportedly relied on for the affected landowner information it provided in the Permit Application
show and confirm today and at the time the Permit Application was filed that Petitioner owned
1817 Lacy Drive. SigmaPro’s misrepresentations and false statements regarding and failure to
fully disclose accurate ownership of 1817 Lacy Drive in the Permit Application are significant
because they resulted in Petitioner’s loss of a fundamental right, and they cannot be corrected
absent revocation of the Permit. Petitioner respectfully requests the Commission hold a public
hearing on the Petition and then issue an order revoking TPDES Permit No. WQ0015722001.
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EXHIBIT A

EXHIBIT B

Tarrant Appraisal District

1 of 2

Account #: 07051999
Location
Property Address: 13201 HARMON RD Interactive Maps
City: TARRANT COUNTY
Zipcode: 76052
Georeference: A 611-1J
Neighborhood Code: WH-Alliance/Alliance Gateway General
Latitude: 32.9406245802
Longitude: -97.3246113145
TAD Map: 2048-460
MAPSCO: TAR-021F

Property Data
Legal Description: GOODWIN, J M SURVEY
Abstract 611 Tract 1J
Jurisdictions: 220 TARRANT COUNTY
911 NORTHWEST ISD
224 TARRANT COUNTY
HOSPITAL
225 TARRANT COUNTY
COLLEGE
222 EMERGENCY SVCS DIST
#1
State Code: F1 Commercial
Personal Property Account: 11201797
Agent: None
Notice Sent: 04-29-2022
Notice Value: $1,106,448
Protest Deadline: 05-31-2022

Site Number: 80733611
Site Name: FERGUSON ENTERPRISES
PLUMBING
Site Class: WHStorage - Warehouse-Storage
# of Parcels: 1
Primary Building:
Building Name: PLUMBING WHOLESALER /
07051999
Building Type: Commercial
Year Built: 1998
Gross Building Area †††: 15,480
Net Leasable Area †††: 13,980
Land Sqft ♦: 218,235
Land Acres ♦: 5.0100
Pool: N

††† Rounded
♦ This represents one of a hierarchy of possible values ranked in the following order: Recorded,
Computed, System, Calculated

Tarrant Appraisal District

2 of 2

Owner Information
Current Owner:
STEPP/WCJ INVESTMENTS LLC
% WILLIAM C JENNINGS CO
2525 RIDGMAR BLVD STE 420
FORT WORTH, TX 76116-4584
Deed Date: 06-25-2009
Deed Volume: 0000000
Deed Page: 0000000
Instrument: D209171243
Previous Owners:
Name

Date

Instrument

Deed Vol

Deed Page

SER & REP INC

09-15-1997

00129280000461

0012928

0000461

Values

This information is intended for reference only and is subject to change. It may not accurately
re ect the complete status of the account as actually carried in TAD's database. Tarrant County Tax
O ce Account Information
Year

Improvement Market

Land Market

Total Market

Total Appraised †

2022

$860,333

$246,115

$1,106,448

$1,106,448

2021

$860,333

$246,115

$1,106,448

$1,106,448

2020

$860,333

$246,115

$1,106,448

$1,106,448

2019

$860,333

$246,115

$1,106,448

$1,106,448

2018

$676,207

$246,115

$922,322

$922,322

2017

$676,207

$246,115

$922,322

$922,322

A zero value indicates that the property record has not yet been completed for the indicated tax
year
† Appraised value may be less than market value due to state-mandated limitations on value
increases

Exemptions

EXHIBIT C

06985513
40689484

07157029
07157061
41677781

2728388
05309301

07051999

06692605

06884288

03907104

Sources: Esri, HERE, Garmin, USGS, Intermap, INCREMENT P, NRCan, Esri Japan, METI, Esri China (Hong Kong), Esri
Korea, Esri (Thailand), NGCC, (c) OpenStreetMap contributors, and the GIS User Community, IS/GIS

EXHIBIT D
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Account #: 07157053
Location
Property Address: 1724 LACY DR Interactive Maps
City: TARRANT COUNTY
Zipcode: 76052
Georeference: 23048M-4-4
Neighborhood Code: WH-Alliance/Alliance Gateway General
Latitude: 32.9414621287
Longitude: -97.325017167
TAD Map: 2048-460
MAPSCO: TAR-021E

Property Data
Legal Description: LACY ACRES Block 4 Lot 4
Jurisdictions: 220 TARRANT COUNTY
911 NORTHWEST ISD
224 TARRANT COUNTY
HOSPITAL
225 TARRANT COUNTY
COLLEGE
222 EMERGENCY SVCS DIST
#1
State Code: F1 Commercial
Personal Property Account: 14847511
Agent: RESOLUTE PROPERTY TAX SOLUTION
(00988)
Notice Sent: 04-29-2022
Notice Value: $1,621,926
Protest Deadline: 05-31-2022

Site Number: 80806783
Site Name: 1724 LACY DR
Site Class: WHFlex - Warehouse-Flex/Multi-Use
# of Parcels: 1
Primary Building:
Building Name: 1724 LACY DR / 07157053
Building Type: Commercial
Year Built: 2004
Gross Building Area †††: 16,952
Net Leasable Area †††: 16,000
Land Sqft ♦: 65,340
Land Acres ♦: 1.5000
Pool: N

††† Rounded
♦ This represents one of a hierarchy of possible values ranked in the following order: Recorded,
Computed, System, Calculated

Tarrant Appraisal District
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Owner Information
Current Owner:
LACY DRIVE INVESTMENT LLC
PO BOX 92762
SOUTHLAKE, TX 76092
Deed Date: 10-28-2016
Instrument: D216255513
Previous Owners:
Name

Date

Instrument

Deed Vol

Deed Page

WINDEMERE VENTURES LLC

01-11-2007

D207022410

0000000

0000000

KYLE BOOKOUT ENTERPRISES LLC

11-07-2003

D203427867

0000000

0000000

BOOKOUT SHAWN MAIRE;BOOKOUT WM KYLE

10-14-2000

00146090000167

0014609

0000167

HASLETT HEIGHTS LTD

01-01-1998

00000000000000

0000000

0000000

Values

This information is intended for reference only and is subject to change. It may not accurately
re ect the complete status of the account as actually carried in TAD's database. Tarrant County Tax
O ce Account Information
Year

Improvement Market

Land Market

Total Market

Total Appraised †

2022

$1,442,241

$179,685

$1,621,926

$1,621,926

2021

$1,188,315

$179,685

$1,368,000

$1,368,000

2020

$1,188,315

$179,685

$1,368,000

$1,368,000

2019

$940,315

$179,685

$1,120,000

$1,120,000

2018

$700,315

$179,685

$880,000

$880,000

2017

$582,894

$89,690

$672,584

$672,584

A zero value indicates that the property record has not yet been completed for the indicated tax
year
† Appraised value may be less than market value due to state-mandated limitations on value
increases

Exemptions

EXHIBIT E

07157061

07157053

Sources: Esri, HERE, Garmin, USGS, Intermap, INCREMENT P, NRCan, Esri Japan, METI, Esri China (Hong Kong), Esri
Korea, Esri (Thailand), NGCC, (c) OpenStreetMap contributors, and the GIS User Community, IS/GIS

EXHIBIT F

